Increased reprogramming capacity of mouse liver progenitor cells, compared with differentiated liver cells, requires the BAF complex.
Ectopic expression of certain transcription factors can reprogram somatic cells to a pluripotent state. Hematopoietic and muscle stem cells can be more efficiently reprogrammed than differentiated blood or muscle cells, yet similar findings have not been shown in other primary organ systems. Moreover, molecular characteristics of the cellular hierarchy of tissues that influence reprogramming capacities need to be delineated. We analyzed the effect of differentiation stage of freshly isolated, mouse liver cells on the reprogramming efficiency. Liver progenitor cell (LPC)-enriched cell fractions were isolated from adult (6-8 wk) and fetal (embryonic day 14.5) livers of mice and reprogrammed to become induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells. Different transcription factors were expressed in liver cells, and markers of pluripotency were examined, along with the ability of iPS cells to differentiate, in vitro and in vivo, into different germ layers. Fetal and adult LPCs had significantly greater reprogramming efficiency after transduction with 3 or 4 reprogramming factors. Transduction efficiency-corrected reprogramming rates of fetal LPCs were 275-fold higher, compared with unsorted fetal liver cells, when 3 reprogramming factors were transduced. The increased reprogramming efficiency of LPCs, compared with differentiated liver cells, occurred independently of proliferation rates, but was associated with endogenous expression of reprogramming factors (Klf4 and c-Myc) and BAF (Brg1/Brm associated factor)-complex members Baf155 and Brg1, which mediate epigenetic changes during reprogramming. Knockdown of BAF complex members negated the increased reprogramming efficiency of LPCs, compared with non-LPCs. LPCs have intrinsic, cell proliferation-independent characteristics resulting in an increased reprogramming capacity compared to differentiated liver cells.